
Mr. Wiese                                      Honors Literature 

Catcher in the Rye – Final Project            Spring- 2013/2014 

 

Directions:  Choose ONE of the following options for your final project on The Catcher in the 

Rye.  Projects will be graded on effort, creativity, how well you demonstrate your understanding 

of the novel, and how well you complete ALL facets of whichever option you choose.  There are 

several options available.   

 

Projects should be mechanically sound (grammar, spelling, etc), and contain a high degree of 

effort.  Your project will comprise a large part of your final grade and should reflect thought and 

work over a period of time – not just something that is thrown together at the last minute.  Your 

work in progress will be spot checked / conferenced with Wiese occasionally to see that you are 

on-task and on the right course.  Like our LOTF projects, you will be presenting these to the 

class when we are all finished. 

 

 

1. The MixTape / Soundtrack: Make an 8-10 song mix tape or CD for Holden Caulfield, if he 

were around today. In a letter to Holden, explain why you are including each of the ten songs on 

the mixed tape. Each song should have a paragraph of in-depth description as to why you think 

he would like it, using themes, symbols, motifs, and situations that Holden and the novel 

explored. Requirements: 8-10 songs on CD or mp3 playlist, at least a paragraph explanation for 

each, use of lyrics and/or musical elements to explain why Holden would like it, cover for mixed 

tape. 

 

 

2. Holden and Depression: Research depression in teenagers, including information about its 

symptoms and treatment (you must cite your sources in MLA style).  After doing so, look at 

Holden. Which symptoms does he exhibit? Use evidence from the text to create a "diagnosis" of 

Holden.  It might also be interesting to include a treatment plan and/or prognosis. Requirements:  

3-4  pages, typed, proper documentation, excellent mechanics. 

 

 

3. The Catcher in the Rye / Hero’s Journey: Although Holden is often considered an “anti-hero”, 

his journey does follow the Monomyth.  Your task is to analyze Catcher for elements of the 

Hero’s Journey.   You must also include the archetypes: hero, shadow, mentor, etc.  Juniors- if 

this interests you, see me for handouts/info.  Seniors – this would be a great way for you to 

“practice” analyzing/writing about the Hero’s journey – the final over The Odyssey will be of 

this nature. Requirements: 3-4 pages, stages of the journey, archetypes, excellent mechanics. 

 

 

4. Catcher in the Rye: The Movie / Screenplay: Choose a scene (or scenes) / montage of 

significant events and turn them into a screenplay.  You might also turn the entire novel into a 

short film (or even a humorous parody).  You should use text-based evidence (quotes from the 

novel).   Requirements: a 6-8 page script, including setting, camera shots, and character/costume 

descriptions.  Video tape the scene(s) with friends and edit thoroughly.  You may work in 

partners + for this project, but the final script should reflect at least 4 pages each of screenplay. 

**** If you think you’re going to do this, I’ll contact ESU6 to see what they have available for 

cameras and editing software. 

 



 

5.  Graphic Novel / Comic Book: Recreate the story in graphic novel format.  This option is for 

someone who is artistic; if you’re a stick figure kind of person this may not be the best option for 

you.  Choose the most important scenes – and tell the story.  Use TEXT BASED evidence – 

(quotes, description of scenes / people).  The quality of your project will be determined by the 

extent to which you tell the whole story, the quality/effort of the artwork, and the inclusion of an 

introduction outlining your process—for example “I wanted to capture…… I attempted to do 

this by…… It worked / didn’t work because…..” For a benchmark: 10 pages is sufficient, 8 

pages is pushing it, 7 or less is probably not going to earn a decent grade because it will be too 

short to tell the whole story. 

 

6. Holden, Ten Years Later: Write a piece of short fiction in which you join Holden’s life ten 

years after the story ends. Try, as best you can, to replicate Holden’s unique voice. Write it in the 

style of The Catcher in the Rye. Try to use what you know of him from the book along with 

Holden’s state of mind throughout the novel to guide your prediction. Be sure to utilize details 

from the novel as your springboard. Refer back to events in the novel using flashbacks or 

reoccurring imagery, quote when possible, and maintain the major themes of the novel. 

Requirements: introduction that details what you attempted to do, how you did it, and a self-

assessment, 3-4 pages, typed. 

 

7. John Hinkley / Mark David Chapman mini-research project: John Hinkley, who attempted an 

assassination of Ronald Reagan in 1981, and Mark David Chapman, who murdered John Lennon 

in 1980, both brought The Catcher to the Rye into the national spotlight. Hinkley told the court 

that his defense could be found in the novel's pages, while Chapman had asked Lennon to sign 

his copy of the book earlier in the same day he killed him. Find what you can about both of these 

instances - how was The Catcher in the Rye involved in each? Requirements: Minimum 3 

sources, 3-4 pages, typed, proper documentation, excellent mechanics. 

 

 

Other options / considerations: 

 

I’ve borrowed many of these ideas from other teachers and I think they are decent projects- they 

are all designed to give you a chance to display your deep understanding of the novel.  However, 

if you have another idea, for a final project, I’ll probably go for it, but YOU MUST approve it 

with me first so that you and I can establish guidelines and requirements.  Keep in mind, I’m 

trying to get you to write more so this time than with LOTF.  Here are some other ideas that you 

might consider: 

 

-A board game / video game     -A Weebly or similar free website 

 

-A Facebook account / Twitter / Vine   -Musical composition / Poetry 

 

-“The Secret Goldfish” – DB’s book   - Photographic or artistic montage 

 

-A literary analysis / comparison with another bildungsroman – TKAM for example 

 

 

 

 


